We describe a novel computerized system for comparison of RNA secondary structures and demonstrate its use for experimental studies. The system is able to screen a very large number of structures, to cluster similar structures and to detect specific structural motifs. In particular, the system is useful for detecting mutations with specific structural effects anong all possible point mutations, and for predicting compensatory mutations that will restore the wild type structure. The algorithms are independent of the folding rules that are used to generate the secondary structures.
INTRODUCTION
In E. coll. Zagorska et al. (9) induced irreversible unfolding of the mRNA by using O-methylhydroxylamine and showed that the interaction of E.coli ribosomes with the mRNA depends on its secondary structure. Methoxyamine reacts specifically with cytosines, preventing them from base-pairing and leading to irreversible unfolding of the RNA. They showed that the unfolded RNA was about 50 times more active in ribosome binding than the native RNA.
Hall et al. (10) showed the effects of mutations in the initiation region of E.coli lamB mRNA on the translation levels. While the two single mutations in their study decreased significantly the translation efficiency, the double mutant restored the synthesis almost to the wild type level. The effects of the single mutations and double mutant were attributed to changes in the secondary structure of the initiation region. Translation regulation by proteins may involve primary sequence specific patterns as well as higher structures that serve as recognition features for the protein. Studies on the interaction between the ribosomal protein L1 and the L11/L1 operon mRNA illustrate the importance of RNA secondary structure for such interactions (11) (12) (13) . L1 autoregulates its synthesis by inhibiting the translation of its own nRNA. Nomura et al. (12) suggested that L1 recognizes a site on the mRNA that is structurally similar to its binding site on 23S ribosomal RNA. They supported this idea by analyzing various mutations in this region, showing that nutations with a potential for disruption of the structure had an effect on the level of inhibition (11) . A correlation between mRNA secondary structure and translation regulation by proteins was also shown in other systems such as R17 coat protein interaction with the replicase initiation site (14, 15) , and threonyl tRNA synthetase interaction with its own mRNA (16) (17) (18) (19) .
In most of the studies described above the secondary structures were not proven by biochemical means but were generated on the basis of free energy considerations (20) , with the predicted structure being the one with the minimum free energy. Indeed, the experimental structural data to evaluate the accuracy of these predictions is limited (19, 21, 22) . Despite this shortcoming, the ability to correlate the experimental results of translation regulation to the secondary structures predicted by the computer is encouraging.
In the above studies the different structures that result from mutations were compared manually, thus, limiting the number of structures that could be examined. Also, such a non-automated examination is possible when looking for local effects of the mutations on the structures. When long sequences are studied and long range interactions play a role in the determination of the structure, a manual examination of those structures is even more limited. An automated system that could predict mutations with certain structural effects could be a useful tool for studies on structure-function relationship. We have developed a computerized system with algorithms that are able to compare a large number of secondary structures, clustering similar structures and pointing to common sub-structures. For a given sequence the computer generates all the possible sequences that could result from a point mutation in each position. The secondary structures of all the sequences are derived automatically and a comparison and clustering of the structures is performed.
Also, the system is able to look for a specific motif that is suspected to be related to the function, such as an unstructured Shine-Dalgarno region or a feature for protein recognition. A computerized system such as this enables screening of a very large number of sequences quickly, pointing to the nutations which affect the structure, and thus, assisting the experimentalist in the process of choosing the interesting sequences (mutations) to study. In addition, this system is useful for detecting conserved structures among many molecules (for example, among molecules with a functional similarity). We describe below the characteristics of the automated system and demonstrate its use on specific examples.
Methods
The system that we describe here is one part of an extended system to be described in detail elsewhere (23) . The core of the system described here is an algorithm that compares and clusters secondary structures by their morphological entities (23, 24) . The algorithm uses the secondary structures as its input, represents each secondary structure as an ordered tree and then clusters the trees based on a distance metric. The program expects to read the secondary structure input as a region table which includes information on the base-paired sub-sequences, encoding thereby the information on the secondary structure of the whole molecule. The information in the region hairpin, respectively). The clustering is achieved by using a multiple sequence alignment algorithm on the strings of characters (24, 25) . The output of this procedure is a clustering of sequences of similar structures. By the second scheme (26, 27) , the pairwise distances between the ordered trees representing the secondary structures are computed. The method that is used to calculate the distances between the trees that represent the secondary structures is analogous to the scheme to calculate the distance between two sequences. One may assign a cost function that is associated with node insertion, deletion and relabeling, where the nodes represent the morphological entities of hairpin, loop (bulge, internal, or multibranch), and base-paired region. The minimum editing sequence to transform one tree to another is then determined. When the morphological entities are compared, the trees contain just the morphological information, described above. However, another scheme, similar to the second one, is able to consider not Just the morphological entities but also their sizes as well as the sizes of the base-paired regions. For this purpose the nodes of the trees contain specific information concerning loop and base-paired region sizes, and the size differences between corresponding loops and base-paired regions are added to the penalties of insertion, deletion or relabeling. The distances between structures can then be used in a clustering algorithm to generate a taxonomy tree. Once the pairwise distances between structures have been computed, the structures are clustered based upon the measure:
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In addition, the system is able to search for the presence or absence of a certain motif and to extract structures according to the occurrence of this notlf.
The different features of the above algorithms can be applied on any set of secondary structures, provided by the user in the form of region tables.
When the researcher does not have a specific way to fold the sequence (according to his experimental results or phylogenetic data) and wishes to look for the minimum free energy structures, the input can be the primary sequences. The FOLD program (20) , which is also incorporated into the system, will then generate the secondary structures with minimum free energy for all the sequences in the set in a non-interactive fashion. The FOLD program may use any set of free energy values. In the examples provided below we use the refined free energy values that were published by Freier et al. (28) .
One way to study the effect of the structure on the biological activity is by using mutations or substitutions and examining the correlation between their structural and functional effects. Our system is useful for such studies that are aimed to identify mutations with certain structural effects. for all the mutated sequences and cluster together sequences of similar structure, or search for a specific motif that is suspected to be relevant to the function. If there is already a known mutation with a suspected structural effect, the system is useful for locating compensatory mutations that will restore the wild type structure. In that case, the input sequence includes the point mutation and the computer will generate the double mutants by substituting the other positions.
The system is currently distributed across several different machines, in FORTRAN. The structure generation, motif searches, and taxonomy presentation algorithms are written in LISP and run on the Symbolics. At present, an effort is being made to incorporate all the components of the system onto a SUN workstation.
RESULTS
We demonstrate the capabilities of the computerized system on some simple examples.
As the first example we examine the L11 operon of E. coli. The L11 mRNA has been studied extensively by Nomura's group who suggested that some secondary structure features of that region are important for its translation regulation by L1 protein (11,12,21).
They showed that mutations with a potential effect on the structure affect the regulation and suggested that a structure of a stem-loop-stem, in which the stems are GC rich and the loop includes a critical adenine, is responsible for the recognition by LI. We would like to demonstrate how the computerized system is able to analyze all the possible mutations in that region, point out the ones with potential effect on the secondary structure, and cluster all the ones that are similar to the wild type structure in one group.
The input sequence is from the leader region of L11 mRNA and is 103 nucleotides long (Fig. 1) . The Shine-Dalgarno region starts at position 82 and the AUG starts at position 94. We run the mutation program on nucleotides 1-80 because this is the region of interest. Since all the mutations are upstream from the AUG, all the three possible substitutions are made in each position.
Thus, we generate a set of 241 sequences (240 mutations and the wild type sequence). Kearney and Nomura (21) studied experimentally the secondary structure of that region and suggested a structure that is very similar to the minimum free energy structure that is predicted by the FOLD algorithm.
Also, the features that are suspected to be important for the interaction with L1 are predicted by the FOLD algorithm, and therefore we felt confident to do our structural analysis on the computer generated structures. 241 region tables that represent the secondary structures are generated 
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The mutation data is taken from a study by Thomas and Nomura (11). The mutations below the line abolish regulation and those above the line affect regulation without completely eliminating it, as specified by Thomas and Nomura in Fig. 2 
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FIG. 3
A taxonomy tree representation for the clustering of the different nutations. This representation is generated by an algorithm that computes the pairwise distances between the ordered trees representing the secondary structures (26).
After detecting a mutation that affects the regulation, compensatory mutations can be searched similarly. The Input sequence includes one point mutation and all the possible second mutations are generated by the computer. By clustering the structures, the double mutants that restore the wild type structure can be found. The next example illustrates the analysis of compensatory mutations.
For the second example we analyze the sequence of the lamB gene of E. coll that was studied by Hall et al. (10) (Fig. 4a) . The wild type ShineDalgarno sequence is partially contained in an unstable stem. The single mutants, 701 and 708, with reduced translation efficiency, nay enable base pairing that stabilizes this stem and makes the Shine-Dalgarno sequence less accessible to the ribosome. In the double mutant, 701-708, with almost wild type activity, the formation of this stable stem is probably prevented and a In the predicted secondary structure the Shine-Dalgarno sequence is included in a more stable stem (Fig. 4c) . Note that the structures that are predicted here by the FOLD program differ slightly from the structures that Hall et al. in each position and therefore a total of 117 sequences of double mutants). The true revertant and AUG mutations are also generated automatically but can be ignored afterwards in the analysis. The goal of the computer is to find all the mutations that are compensatory, i.e., restore the wild type structure. We can either use the tree clustering schemes and locate the structures that are similar to the wild type (as shown in the previous example) or look for an essential motif that occurs in the wild type. For the lamB case the program that clusters similar structures according to their morphological entities is less useful, because the differences between the mutants and wild type are due to more refined details of the structure and not to general differences in the morphological entities. In such a case the program may be misleading, detecting structures with morphological entities similar to those of the wild type but with the Shine-Dalgarno sequence included in a stable stem. An extreme example is the double mutant that includes mutation 701 and an A*U substitution in position 28: 3) For comparison of sub-optimal structures that are generated by the FOLD algorithm -frequently it is important not only to examine the optimal structure, which is the one with the minimum free energy, but also sub-optimal structures with free energy values close to the minimum value. The program can compare these sub-optimal structures and detect consensus features in them. In addition to comparisons and clustering, one of the algorithms in the system can search for the presence of a structural motif of interest. The motif can be defined either as a sequence specific or as a sequence independent feature. The motif can be either purely a morphological entity, a morphological entity of specific size, or a region of certain stability (as evaluated by free energy computations).
We mainly concentrated in this report on the use of the computerized system for mutation analysis, demonstrating how the programs can be used to predict mutations with structural effects for further studies of structure-function relationship. We presented examples to clarify the potential of the system, however, its great advantage is in its ability to analyze a very large number of sequences very fast, so that practically, the researcher can examine all possible point mutations in a sequence. For example, the analysis of 2t1 L11 structures was completed in less than 1 hour: the folding of 211 sequences needed about 36 minutes of CPU time, the comparison and clustering took about 15 minutes and the other steps (generation of the mutations and translation of the secondary structures into strings of characters) required only a few minutes.
The computerized system is of great practical value assuming that the computer predicted secondary structures are correct. The shortcoming of the system concerns the validity of the computer predicted structures. It is not clear to what degree the structures that are derived by free energy computations reflect the native secondary structure of the RNA. The best way to evaluate the secondary structure is to compare the structures with the minimum free energy that FOLD predicts to known structures. However, the secondary structures of very few sequences have been determined experimentally by biochemical means, and the interpretations of these biochemical results is some times ambiguous. Nevertheless, the few structures for which biochemical data is available (21,22) agree with the computer predicted structures quite well.
Attempts to improve the predictions are continuously in progress, either by using more accurate free energy values (28, 29, 30), or by  performing different variations on the folding algorithm like following the  folding chain as it grows and searching for conserved sub-structures (31,32) . While there is no doubt as to the importance of developing better predictive algorithms, it is important to note that the correctness of the algorithms presented here is independent of the folding algorithms. The computerized system is able to efficiently cluster together similar secondary structures and to search over a very large number of structures for a structural motif of interest.
At present, when the input data is only primary sequence information, the system analyzes the secondary structures predicted by free energy computations since this is the best predictive scheme available.
As our understanding of the folding process expands and better structure prediction algorithms are developed the practical value of our system will be even greater.
